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Abstract 
In the paper, statistical analysis of texts written in Nko, an indigenous script 

created in 1949 by Sòlomána Kántɛ, is presented. The following information about 
phonotactics and tonology of the Maninka language as reflected in the Nko texts is 
obtained: vowel and consonant phoneme frequencies, the data on syllabic structure 
and syllable co-occurrences, and the statistics of tone patterns for orthographic 
words. The definition of a unit to measure the syllable length, which correlates with 
the Menzerath law, is suggested. Auxiliary statistical data are summarized in the 
appendices containing the list of top 50 most frequent words; the list of multisyllabic 
(six and more syllables) words, and the list of words with untypical tone patterns. 

 
Key words: Nko, Maninka, phoneme frequency, syllable structure, tone pattern. 

 
0. Introduction 
Studies of text structure on the level of syllables and its compounds date back to 

Antiquity, when the first attempts of the analysis known as stichometry could be 
attested among Greek and Indian scholars (Biggs 1979; Pawłowski 2008). The 
tradition of letter counts is well-known for the studies of Bible (Freedman et al. 
1992:300ff.) and Qur'an (Leaman 2006:388) in the Middle Ages. Yet only the 
application of computer techniques which became available since the second half of 
the 20th century made it possible to analyze really large text samples. The data on 
the phoneme and grapheme distribution and syllabic structure are useful for the low-
level algorithms in natural language processing. 

The publications on the subject of statistical structure of different text levels are 
numerous (just cf. Kessler & Treiman 1997; Tambovtsev & Martindale 2007; Peust 
2008, etc.), but African languages are not well documented in such studies, mainly 
due to the lack of large-scale text collections (corpora) for most of them. With 
respect to Mande languages, a project was recently initiated to create the text corpus 
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of Bamana, which is likely to be later extended to include other languages (Vydrin 
2008; Davydov 2010). 

The present paper deals with texts written in Nko, an indigenous script created 
in 1949 by Sòlomána Kántɛ, a great Guinean encyclopaedist and enlightener (Dalby 
1969; Vydrine 1999:11). This alphabet is distinct in providing regular marking of 
tones, unlike most indigenous scripts and even standard Roman-based orthographies 
for African languages. The Nko texts are mainly written in Maninka-Mori gradually 
becoming a Standard Maninka in Guinea (Vydrine 1999:8). Some preliminary 
results for the Nko script properties from the point of view of quantitative analysis 
were obtained recently on a small text sample (Rovenchak & Vydrin 2010). 

The aim of this study is to present a complex analysis of statistical data with 
respect to phonotactics and tonology of the Maninka language as reflected in the 
Nko texts. The raw data obtained here can be used for future references. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains the description of text 
processing from original source texts to a form used in the analysis. General 
structure of the analyzed text collection on the word level is briefly presented in 
section 2. Phoneme frequencies are discussed in section 3, the data on syllabic 
structure are given in section 4, and section 5 contains the statistics of tone patterns 
for orthographic words. Section 6 is a brief discussion of the presented results. 
Auxiliary statistical data are summarized in three appendices. 

1. Text processing 
The Nko texts from the web-site http://www.kanjamadi.com were analyzed. 

This is the only Internet resource containing a sufficient amount of texts in the Nko 
script having a machine-readable form (HTML, not PDF or scanned images). 
Presently, some pages on this resource are written in the Unicode format, but at the 
time of this study one needed a special font to read the most pages. This font is 
available on the web-site itself, the typeface is called Karifala Berete. In this True-
Type font, the Nko script is mapped onto the Arabic codepage. A screenshot from 
one of the pages (opened in OpenOffice instead of a web-browser for better font 
reproducing) is shown in Fig. 1. Note that tonal/length diacritics are not visible for 
some technical reason. 

The software for the text processing was newly developed to handle the tasks of 
the study. Technically, the Perl programming language was used for text conversion 
and data calculation. 
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Fig. 1: A screenshot of an original web-page in Nko. 
The texts of the original pages were converted into the Unicode. Unfortunately, 

the Windows platform does not yet support a correct rendering of the Nko script, 
and all the letters are shown in an isolated shape (see Fig. 2). This issue can be 
avoided by using a UNIX-based platform. 

 
Fig. 2: A screenshot of the web-page in Nko converted to the Unicode. 
On the subsequent stage, the Nko text was converted to the Roman script. Note 

that there is no capitalization in Nko, thus the automated conversion leaves proper 
names in lowercase. The text from the samples shown in Figs. 1 and 2 after this 
procedure looks as follows: 

 
sálátíi bàbá - màmádí - jàanɛ ̀
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ńkó` kàlàdónsó` n’à mírílábá`, à ní kɔǵbɛ́̀  ɲìn nù kɛb́áa` 
cɛm̀ɔɔ́`: jàakà sídíkí jàanɛ,̀ bàbá màmádí jàanɛ ́mɔɔ̀n’ò mɛń` bóló, ò kán yélén` 

fɔɔ̀bɛ́̀  ɲɛ ́à dénkɛ ́kàn tàn nè: 
ɔǹhɔń ń kɔd̀ɔ ̀ jàakà sídíkí, ílé` mɛń` dén` yé bàbà dí à n’à lábɔb́áa` à dɔ,́ í` sé 

d’à lámɔ ̀lá dì, kà ńkó` kó` bìl’à dònín` dɔ ́fó án` bɛɛ́ ládɛǹɛń` bádá kùnnàyérén à fɛ ̀
nìn bì à súwándí` dɔ ́k‘à jànsá [ sìnfòn kɛŕɛḱɛŕɛńɛń` ] mɔl̀ɔń` ná ń.ɲ.y.d. bóló?. ń 
dɔɔ́nɛń sànàsí í` k‘à lɔń bàbá sɔd̀ɔǹ dá 1961 nè  

 
The conversion to the Roman-based orthography was required to facilitate the 

statistical analysis. In fact, the Nko orthography is quite “shallow”, i.e. having little 
deviation from one-to-one in the grapheme–phoneme correspondence (Davydov 
2009; Rovenchak & Vydrin 2010), but the contraction rule called gbàralí due to 
which short vowels are omitted in writing at some conditions hinders from a correct 
calculation of vowel occurrences. 

Not the whole text from the web-pages was taken for the analysis. The titles 
were removed to avoid unnecessary repetitions, and only the blocks of “sufficient 
length” (generally, more than several sentences) were included in the final text 
collection. 

As a result of the abovementioned steps, the text collection was compiled from 
sixteen web-pages. So far, this collection cannot be considered as a corpus since it 
lacks any annotation. The only structural elements, which are tagged, delimit the 
texts from different web-pages, as shown below (the tag <text> followed by the 
text name is used; it is placed on a separate line). 

The Roman texts underwent another procedure of conversion to a special form 
which makes the analysis easier. In this final form, only ASCII characters are used 
(<Y> for ‘ɲ’, <B> for ‘gb’, <R> for ‘rr’, <N> for syllabic ‘n’, <E> and 
<O> for ‘ɛ’ and ‘ɔ’, respectively). The tone, length, and nasality of vowels was 
marked by a three-digit sequence (e.g., ‘011’). The first digit can have the value of 
‘0’ for a short vowel and ‘1’ for a long one, the second digit marks nasality (‘0’ for 
an oral vowel and ‘1’ for a nasal one), and the third digit denotes the tone (‘1’ for 
high tone, ‘2’ for low tone, ‘3’ for rising tone, and ‘4’ for the floating low tone). 
Thus, the syllable jàa would be coded as ‘ja102’, the syllable mɛń` will be 
converted to ‘mE014’, etc. 

The beginning of the last paragraph from the Nko text considered above is 
coded as follows: 

 
<text> dofo di1 
O012hO011 N001 kO002dO002 ja102ka002 si001di001ki001 i001le004 mE014 de014 ye001 
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ba002ba002 di001 a002 na002 la001bO001ba104 a002 dO001 i004 se001 da002 la001mO002 
la001 di002 ka002 N001ko004 ko004 bi002la002 do002ni014 dO001 fo001 a014 bE101 
la001dE002nE014 ba001da001 ku012na002ye001re011 a002 fE002 ni012 bi002 a002 
su001wa011di004 dO001 ka002 ja012sa001 si012fo012 kE001rE001kE001rE001nE014 
mO002lO014 na001 bo001lo001 N001 dO101nE011  

 
During the compilation of the text collection it was discovered that, naturally, 

the source texts contain some typos. Most typical errors are the reduplication of the 
tonal mark (not seen, as the consecutive marks overlap due to font rendering) and 
extra spaces separating the consonant in the syllable onset from the vowel coda, and 
the tone/length marks separated from the respective vowels by a space. Where it 
was not obvious how to correct a typo, the words in doubt were removed. It 
appeared, however, that the total number of the discovered errors does not exceed 
one percent, and the doubtful cases are even less. 

2. Some word statistics. 
The total size of the analyzed text amounts to 28 338 running words (tokens), 

defined on the orthographic level as follows. The word is considered as a letter 
sequence between two spaces or punctuation marks. A hyphenated word, therefore, 
is treated as one word (in fact, such items are very rare in the analyzed texts). While 
such a definition is known to have some drawbacks, it still gives the most 
convenient (and generally acceptable) unit for the analysis (cf. Popescu et al. 2009: 
2-3). Obviously, this is true only for the scripts having explicit word division, which 
is not the case for many writing systems (Chinese, Japanese; some Brahmi-derived 
Indian scripts separate the so-called breath groups or phrases, not single words, etc., 
see for instance Coulmas 2004 for the details on the respective scripts). No explicit 
word-division was originally present in some African indigenous scripts (Vai, 
Mende). 

For the calculations, the words containing numbers were not taken into 
consideration, as were the punctuation marks and other non-alphabetic items. 

The list of different words found in the text contains 4066 items (types), 
reducing to 3601 item if the tonal article is neglected. Further, the list of types is 
referred to as the dictionary, and the types is dictionary size versus the text size of 
28 338 tokens. The tonal article is attached to 6982 tokens summing up to 1831 
type. As the compilation of the frequency dictionary was not a purpose of this 
study, the rules of tone change were not analyzed.  

The obtained type-token ratio is 0.13, showing a high level of language 
analyticity. This statement can be justified, for instance, by the data of Kelih (2010) 
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for a set of Slavic languages. The ratios of 0.32–0.33 correspond to highly synthetic 
Polish, Russian, and Ukrainian dropping to 0.24 for Bulgarian and Macedonian, 
which have a more analytic structure. Also, the working data on the statistics of 
different translations of Le petit prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (Rovenchak & 
Buk 2011) show that the Bamana text (Bamana is a Mande language closely related 
to Maninka, cf. Vydrine 1999:7-8) occupies an intermediate position between 
English and Vietnamese known as analytic languages. 

The list of the top 50 most frequent words is given in Appendix 1. No glossing 
is provided in the list as these words usually have more than one meaning, which 
could be determined only from the context. Such studies are yet to be made. 

3. The results for phoneme frequencies 
The analysis of phoneme frequencies was made separately for consonants an 

vowels. The reason is that vowels underwent a more detailed study, with respect to 
lengths, nasality, and tone. The total number of phonemes in the analyzed texts is 
85 639, which divided by the number of words (28 338) gives an average word 
length of 3.02 phonemes. 

3.1. Distribution of consonants. Obtaining statistical data on the distribution of 
consonants did not cause any special problem. The only issue which should be 
mentioned is that /n/ was treated as a consonant solely syllable-initially. Syllabic 
nasal, denoted hereafter as /N/, is analyzed within the vowels, and a nasalizing 
<n> in the syllable coda is taken into consideration as a vowel feature, not a 
separate consonant. Such details are essential for comparisons with other data, as 
will be shown below. The above differentiation of <n> is easily made as in Nko 
all three options have different notation, unlike the Roman-based orthography. 
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Table 1: Distribution of consonants in Nko texts 

/l/ 6177 72,1 151,1 /�/ 1041 12,2 25,5

/k/ 5961 69,6 145,8 /j/ 943 11,0 23,1

/d/ 5155 60,2 126,1 /w/ 397 4,6 9,7

/n/ 4154 48,5 101,6 /gb/ 355 4,1 8,7

/m/ 3538 41,3 86,5 /h/ 222 2,6 5,4

/b/ 3077 35,9 75,2 /c/ 126 1,5 3,1

/s/ 2746 32,1 67,2 /p/ 69 0,8 1,7

/t/ 1810 21,1 44,3 /g/ 24 0,3 0,6

/y/ 1770 20,7 43,3 /z/ 16 0,2 0,4

/f/ 1727 20,2 42,2 /rr/ 11 0,1 0,3

/r/ 1564 18,3 38,2 /v/ 7 0,1 0,2

sum 40890 477,4 1000,0
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Two Nko letters denoting combinatory phonetic transformations, namely <ߠ> 

(ná wóloso) and <ߧ> ( ɲá wóloso), were treat0065d as /n/ and /ɲ/, respectively. 
The frequency data on consonant distribution are given in Table 1. The table 

contains the absolute frequencies, relative frequencies with respect to the overall 
number of phonemes as well as the fraction with respect to the number of 
consonants only. 

Interestingly, the /rr/ phoneme (denoted in Nko by a ligature <ߚ>), which has 
a specific distribution occurring only in ideophones, was found 11 times in the texts, 
ten times in fúrrú and once in fɛŕrɛ.́ The occurrences of /g/, /z/, and /v/ are due to 
loans. 

The distribution of word-initial consonants and vowels is presented in Table 
2a,b. This table contains data on both the text and the dictionary, the latter might be 
useful for the estimation of dictionary proportions. 
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Table 2a: Word-initial phonemes in Nko (texts and dictionary). 
P

ho
ne

m
e

P
ho

ne
m

e

/a/ 1548 9,0 86 2,4 /n/ 2196 52,9 153 4,2

/b/ 1823 59,2 246 6,8 /N/ 687 93,1 31 0,9

/c/ 116 92,1 39 1,1 /�/ 751 72,1 142 3,9

/d/ 2805 54,4 319 8,9 /o/ 908 19,3 7 0,2

/e/ 33 1,0 17 0,5 39 0,9 15 0,4

47 0,9 15 0,4 /p/ 31 44,9 16 0,4

/f/ 1319 76,4 211 5,9 /r/ 16 1,0 11 0,3

/g/ 10 41,7 5 0,1 /rr/ 0 0,00 0 0,0

/gb/ 233 65,6 62 1,7 /s/ 1886 68,68 425 11,8

/h/ 163 73,4 45 1,2 /t/ 1180 65,2 187 5,2

/i/ 251 4,5 25 0,7 /u/ 47 1,3 24 0,7

/j/ 751 79,6 197 5,5 /v/ 6 85,7 2 0,1

/k/ 4766 80,0 541 15,0 /w/ 247 62,2 89 2,5

/l/ 3491 56,5 332 9,2 /y/ 872 49,3 69 1,9

/m/ 2111 59,7 285 7,9 /z/ 5 31,3 5 0,1

sum 28338 3601 100,0
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The /k/ phoneme appears most frequently in a word-initial position both in text 

and in dictionary. No word starts with /rr/. 
Table 2b: Word-initial vowels in Nko (texts and dictionary). 

T E X T D I C T I O N A R Y
Total /V/ Total /V/

/a/ 1548 1300 193 55 86 68 13 5

/e/ 33 23 10 0 17 14 3 0

47 33 10 4 15 7 5 3

/i/ 251 246 0 5 25 20 0 5

/o/ 908 884 1 23 7 4 1 2

39 12 17 10 15 7 4 4

/u/ 47 37 8 2* 24 19 4 1*

/N/ 687 687 — — 31 31 — —

/V ̃/ /V:/ /V ̃/ /V:/

/�/

/�/

 
Notes.  
V stands for a short vowel, Ṽ denotes a nasal vowel, and V: is a long vowel. 
* This refers to /ũː/ only. 
By way of conclusion, let us compare the Nko data presented above with the 

available Bamana data. The data on the consonant frequency were collected by 
Peust (2008) on the basis of texts from http://www.bamanan.org, the total number of 
word occurrences was ca. 40 thousand, thus comparable to the size of the Maninka 
texts covered by this study. The comparison is presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Nko consonant frequencies, comparison with the Bamana data.  
Number of occurrences per 1000 are given. 

Phoneme
Nko Bamana

overall initial overall initial

/b/ 74 75 84 111

/c/ 3 5 15 26

/d/ 124 115 57 93

/f/ 42 54 45 73

/g/ 1 0 50 8

/gb/ 9 10 — —

/h/ 5 7 3 4

/j/ 23 31 22 32

/k/ 143 196 137 208

/l/ 149 143 76 34

/m/ 85 87 85 90

/n/ * 169 118 202 100

/�/ 25 31 16 19

/p/ 2 1 2 1

/r/ 38 1 62 6

/s/ 66 77 67 88

0 0 1 2

/t/ 44 48 64 101

/v/ 0 0 0 0

/z/ 0 0 1 0

/�/

 
* under this phoneme, the syllabic nasal /N/ and the nasalizing <n> after vowels are 
unified with consonant /n/ for better coordination with the Bamana data. 

It should be noted that the comparison is given not for all the consonants as the 
phonemes /y/ and /w/ were omitted in the Bamana analysis by Peust (2008). As one 
can see, the correlation between the Nko (Maninka) and the Bamana data is far from 
close. Common features are seen in the distribution of most frequent consonants (/n/ 
if in any position – but note the comment under Table 3 – and /k/ if word-initially), 
though the relative frequency of /n/ in Nko is by 16 percent lower than that in 
Bamana. Very similar distribution frequencies are found for /k/, /m/, /s/, /f/, and /j/ 
(in most cases, both overall and word-initially). The comparison of low-frequency 
consonants is not statistically relevant due to a small number of their occurrences. 

3.2. Distribution of vowels. A detailed analysis of vowels is required to obtain 
statistical data on such features as length, nasalization and tones. A vowel can be 
short or long, oral or nasal, and can occur in one of four tones (high, low, rising, 
and “floating” low, the latter is possible only word-finally, cf. Vydrine 1999:12). 
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The combination of these features suggests sixteen hues in the realization of a 
vowel. They are not equally possible, and it appears that some features are more 
frequent with certain vowels. 

The analysis was made for seven vowels /a, e, ɛ, i, o, ɔ, u/ and the syllabic nasal  
/N/, occupying an intermediate position between vowels and consonants. However, 
unlike consonants /N/ can have a tone. Theoretically, it can be also long, for 
instance, the Nko Kanjamadi dictionary (Kántɛ & Jànɛ,́ 2005: ) contains two 
headwords in <  > /ŃN/ and three headwords in <  > /ǸN/. However, no 
occurrence of long /N/ was observed in the texts covered by the analysis. 
Obviously, /N/ cannot be additionally nasalized. 

The o-dennen character < > being a special grammatical marker was treated 
as ó. It occurs ten times in the analyzed texts. 

At this point, it is worth noting the following. In this study, solely the 
synchronic cross-section of the Maninka vowel system is considered. The status 
quo, as reflected in the Nko orthography, suggests a uniform treatment of the 
nasalization irrespectively to the origin of this feature, cf. general notes on the 
nasalization by Greenberg (1974:66) and Ruhlen (1978) and the discussion related 
to Mande languages by Vydrine (2001; 2004). In Nko, nasalization is marked by a 
subscript dot. For instance, the name of the script inventor Kántɛ reads <  >. 

Similarly, long vowels are considered as separate entities, not duplicated short 
vowels (cf. Welmers 1974:24 for the discussion on long vowels in Niger-Congo 
languages). Moreover, there are still clear signs of consonant elision from other 
Manding variants in many cases (Vydrine 2004), just compare < > mɔɔ̌ ‘a 
human’ to mɔg̀ɔ ́in Bamana. Note that in Nko the length is marked simultaneously 
with tone. 
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Table 4: Vowels 
V

ow
el

T
ot

al
 o

cc
ur

re
nc

es S H O R T      V O W E L S
H L R F nH nL nR nF

abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. %
/a/ 17205 6329 37 5887 34 20 0,1 1933 11 790 5 829 5 48 0,3 627 4

/e/ 3206 1140 36 904 28 4 0,1 344 11 318 10 223 7 5 0,2 262 8

5278 2004 38 1145 22 41 0,8 396 8 284 5 173 3 12 0,2 781 15

/i/ 5621 2802 50 979 17 17 0,3 668 12 254 5 517 9 2 0,0 134 2

/o/ 4709 1858 39 1676 36 4 0,1 738 16 56 1 243 5 7 0,1 71 2

4483 2186 49 578 13 41 0,9 326 7 273 6 230 5 22 0,5 95 2

/u/ 3506 1206 34 1434 41 1 0,0 179 5 141 4 257 7 34 1,0 84 2

/N/ 738 570 77 168 23 0 0,0 0 0

sum 44746 18095 40 12771 29 128 0,3 4584 10 2116 5 2472 6 130 0,3 2054 5

L O N G      V O W E L S
H L R F nH nL nR nF

abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. % abs. %
/a/ 474 3 188 1 15 0,1 46 0,3 8 0,0 11 0,1 0 0 0 0,0

/e/ 3 0 1 0 1 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 1 0,0 0 0 0 0,0

375 7 40 1 4 0,1 21 0,4 0 0,0 1 0,0 0 0 1 0,0

/i/ 70 1 104 2 13 0,2 60 1,1 0 0,0 1 0,0 0 0 0 0,0

/o/ 21 0 14 0 14 0,3 1 0,0 4 0,1 2 0,0 0 0 0 0,0

121 3 288 6 75 1,7 90 2,0 41 0,9 37 0,8 0 0 80 1,8

/u/ 56 2 50 1 3 0,1 44 1,3 15 0,4 2 0,1 0 0 0 0,0

/N/ 0 0 0 0 0 0,0 0 0,0

1120 3 685 2 125 0,3 262 0,6 68 0,2 55 0,1 0 0 81 0,2

/�/

/�/

/�/

/�/

 
Note: H stands for high tone, L for low tone, R for rising tone, and F for “floating” 

low tone. The marks nH, nL, etc. denote respective tones for nasal vowels. The columns 
with the “abs.” header contain the number of occurrences (absolute frequencies) of vowels 
with specific tones, the columns with the “%” header list these frequencies with respect to 
the total number of occurrences of a phoneme (given in the second column of the top 
part). 

 
As it follows from the data in Table 4, the short vowels in high and low tone are 

predominant, covering 40 and 29 percent of vowels, respectively. The “floating” 
low tone is observed in 10 percent of cases. Rising tone with long nasal vowels was 
not found in the analyzed texts. Generally, long nasal vowels are very rare, only 
about 0.5 percent of vowels fall into this category. The occurrences of long nasal /ɔ/ 
with the floating tone are solely due to the suffix -ɲɔɔ́n` < > (cf. Bamana 
-ɲɔǵɔn`). 

3.3. Syllable co-occurrences were also analyzed. The respective statistics for 
most frequent pairs is presented in Table 5. It is interesting to note a high frequency 
of CVCV structures with identical vowels. A majority of such cases also correspond 
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to identical vowel tones (high-high/floating or low-low) exceeding 80 percent for all 
vowels but /a/, for which a number of 69 percent is reached. Such statistics justifies 
the gbàralí (contraction) rule of the Nko script (Vydrine 1999:13). 

Table 5: Data on syllable co-occurrences. 
Syllables Occur. Syllables Occur.

bVlV 441 jVmV 125

sVbV 353 mVdV 124

VlV 345 kVmV 123

kVdV 304 yVlV 119

NkV 274 tVdV 119

kVlV 273 sVrV 112

270 fVnV 109

bVdV 256 yVrV 102

241 lVbV 102

fVlV 224 lVkV 98

kVnV 188 bV:rV 97

jVdV 179 lVyV 96

fVdV 168 mVrV 91

sVlV 165 dVlV 89

mVsV 164 bVV 89

kVrV 161 89

160 dVyV 87

mVnV 152 lVlV 86

151 gbVdV 84

lVmV 146 tVlV 80

wVlV 144 dVmV 84

sVyV 129 83

kVrV ̃

kVnV ̃

�VnV ̃

kVlV ̃

sVdV ̃

dVmV ̃           

Syllables Occur. Syllables Occur.

CaCa 1967 CiCin 176

CiCa 961 172

887 CaCin 162

CaCi 695 142

683 141

CaCan 527 CuCun 138

CoCo 460 CoCin 131

CuCa 421 130

CiCi 386 CaCe 128

CaCu 307 aCa 121

CanCa 271 Cao 111

NCo 253 CanCen 110

aCu 247 CiCan 101

241 CanCi 95

239 94

CuCu 220 89

CaaCa 205 NCa 87

CoCa 197 CaCen 86

CeCe 189 85

CeCen 187 81

183 CinCa 78

CaCo 177 CinCi 78

C�C�n

C�C�

C�C�n

C�C� CaC�n

C�Ca

CaC�

C�Ca C�Ci

C��Ca

CiC�

C�Ci

CaC�

     
In the table, V stands for a vowel and C does for a consonant, N corresponds to /N/. To avoid 

ambiguities, in the left side nasal vowels are denoted as Ṽ and long vowels are denotes as V:. 
Complete data on the co-occurrence statistics cannot be presented here due to 

space considerations and are available from the author upon request.  
4. Data on syllable length 
Being a scientific notion originating in its modern sense in works of Trubetzkoy 

(1939), morae as linguistic units can be traced to a much earlier time1. This notion 
can be applied, e. g., to explain the stress rules in Classical Latin, as well as to 
determine the meter structure of the so-called quantitative verse (mainly Classical 

                                                 
1 A closely related notion of mātrā was used by Indian scholars, in particular in the 

Sanskrit Grammar by Pā�ini yet in the 4th century BCE (Kale 1961: 3). 
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Greek and Latin). Japanese is another well-known example of moraic language (cf. 
Port et al. 1987).  

A long and well-established tradition of linguistic studies of Japanese, including 
approaches of quantitative linguistics and experimental phonetics, might be useful 
even when analyzing an unrelated language. With respect to Maninka syllabic 
structure, the following facts are important. Similarly to Mande languages, Japanese 
distinguishes both short and long vowels. “Syllabic” /n/, however, never occurs 
word-initially in Japanese and can be treated as a nasalizing component. Short 
vowels and  
/n/ are considered one mora, and long vowels are two. 

A simple illustration is a genre of Japanese poetry known as haiku or hokku 
showing a direct relevance of moraic structure. While it is commonly believed that 
the length of lines (originally columns in vertical writing) distributed as 5-7-5 is 
measured in syllables, in fact the lengths are given in morae.  Below, three haiku2 
illustrate the rule of 5-7-5, long vowels are doubled in transcription and a hyphen is 
used to separate morae within a word.  
1. 草茂み //  ベースボールの // 道白し 
ku-sa shi-ge-mi // be-e-su-bo-o-ru no // mi-chi shi-ro-shi  
through a growth of weeds // runs an open path // baseball diamond [Masaoka 
Shiki] 
2. 門前の //  すぐに坂なり // 冬木立 
mo-n-ze-n no // su-gu ni sa-ka na-ri // fu-yu ko-da-chi 
just outside the gate // the road slopes downward // winter trees [Masaoka Shiki] 
3. 夕顔や //  酔てかお出す // 窓の穴  
yu-u ga-o ya // yo-o-te ka-o da-su // ma-do no a-na 
moonflower – // sticking my drunken face // out the window [Matsuo Bashō] 

 
Note that the rule of 5-7-5 could be broken by some modern authors, so the 

examples were taken from really classical poets.  
The above examples can direct onto treating Maninka syllable lengths in the 

following fashion. A syllable containing a short oral vowel has one mora, that with 
a long vowel has two morae. Nasalization of a vowel adds one mora, and the 
syllabic nasal /N/ is one mora by itself. The maximal length of a syllable is thus 
three morae if the syllable contains a long nasal vowel. 
                                                 
2 The haiku by Masaoka Shiki were translated by Kimiyo Tanaka, see 

http://haiku.cc.ehime-u.ac.jp /~kim/. The translation of Matsuo Bashō made by David 
Landis Barnhill is taken from Bashō's haiku: selected poems by Matsuo Bashō (Albany: 
State University of New York Press, 2004), p. 138, #633. 
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Some indirect evidences supporting the suggested rules can be found in the data 
of syllable duration in the related Kakabe language (Vydrina 2008). 

Generally speaking, more detailed study of syllable duration in Maninka could 
yield different data regarding the units of measurement. It is expected mainly with 
respect to the treatment of the nasalization, and the presented model is just the 
simplest approach available. 

As shown by haiku examples, one can look for the confirmation or rebuttal of 
such length rules in rhythmic structure of traditional Maninka poetry. 

Table 6 shows the distribution of word length in syllables and mean syllable 
length in morae, both for text and dictionary. Mean word lengths are 1.6 syllables in 
text and 2.7 syllables in the dictionary. The obtained data confirm the so called 
Menzerath law (Menzerath 1954; Altmann 1980), according to which the length of 
the constituents of a linguistic unit decreases as the length of the unit increases3. In 
other words, if applied to the case under consideration, the longer is the word the 
shorter are its syllables. 

Indeed, one can observe that the mean syllable length is over 1.2 morae for 
words having 1–3 syllables and gradually drops to 1.0 for long words. The latter is 
the theoretical lowest asymptotic value according to the proposed scheme for the 
mora count. 

In dictionary, the tendency suggested by the Menzerath law is even more 
pronounced, with one-syllabic words having a mean length of 1.6 morae decreasing 
to 1.2 already for four-syllabic ones. 

Table 6: Word length in text and in the dictionary 
TEXT DICTIONARY

1 17328 61,1 1,21 345 9,6 1,56
2 7024 24,8 1,21 1364 37,9 1,31
3 2916 10,3 1,23 1174 32,6 1,23
4 801 2,8 1,18 518 14,4 1,20
5 207 0,7 1,15 155 4,3 1,15
6 51 0,2 1,15 36 1,0 1,16
7 10 0,04 1,06 8 0,2 1,07
8 1 0,004 1 1 0,03 1,00
sum 28338 100 3601 100

Number of 
syllables

Number of 
w ords

Fraction of 
w ords, %

Mean length  
in mora

Number of 
w ords

Fraction of 
w ords, %

Mean length  
in mora

 
                                                 
3 Menzerath's formulation sounds as follows: “Die relative Lautzahl nimmt mit steigender 

Silbenzahl ab, oder mit anderer Formel gesagt: je mehr Silben ein Wort hat, um so 
(relativ) kürzer (lautärmer) ist es.” (Menzerath 1954: 100). The statements of this kind 
could be found also in earlier works by Menzerath and coauthors. 
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One should note that the Menzerath law is applicable mainly to the 
neighboring units within such a sequence: sentence – clause – word – 
syllable/morph – phone/ phoneme/letter/… (Hřebíček 2005). Parallel options are 
separated by a slash. On the last level, some other units can be used, including 
mora, and the study of temporal duration is also possible. The present analysis starts 
from the third item in the sequence. 

The list of the words containing six and more syllables is provided in Appendix 
2. It is interesting to note the most frequent six-syllabic word, namely tèlèbàabɔĺɔĺɔ,́ 
a Nko neologism to replace the loanword ɛńtɛŕínɛt́ ‘Internet’.  

5. Tone patterns 
The words were also analyzed with respect to tonal structure. While the tonal 

class is a feature of the entities often not coinciding with orthographic words 
(Vydrine 1999:16-19), it seems still interesting to have the data on the distribution 
of tonal patterns of words in text and in the dictionary.  

As it was already mentioned in section 3.2, four tones are recognized in 
Maninka. They are the high tone (H), the low tone (L), the rising tone (R), and the 
“floating” low tone. The “floating” low tone which is the result of a tonal article 
attached to a word was unified with the high tone. Thus, for instance, the 
occurrences of bádá` 
< > and bádá < > ‘home’ or  ɲá` < > and  ɲá < > ‘eye’ were 
considered under bádá and  ɲá, respectively. 

To obtain the tonal pattern of a word the sequences of high- and low-tone 
syllables (HH...H and LL...L) were considered as H or L segments of the tonal 
contour, respectively. 
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Table 7: Frequency of tone patterns of orthographic words  
in text and in the dictionary 

TEXT DICTIONARY

H 15707 55,4 1619 45,0
L 8625 30,4 554 15,4

LH 2630 9,3 916 25,4
HL 710 2,5 263 7,3
R 338 1,2 53 1,5

HLH 193 0,7 119 3,3
LHL 74 0,3 30 0,8
HR 25 0,1 20 0,6

LHLH 14 0,05 13 0,4
RH 8 0,03 1 0,03

LHR 4 0,01 3 0,08
LR 3 0,01 3 0,08

HLHL 2 0,01 2 0,06
LHLHL 2 0,01 2 0,06

RR 1 0,00 1 0,03
RL 1 0,00 1 0,03

HRR 1 0,00 1 0,03
28338 100 3601 100

Tone 
pattern

Number of 
w ords

Fraction of 
w ords, %

Number of 
w ords

Fraction of 
w ords, %

 
 
In texts, the H (high tone throughout the word) tonal pattern prevails, with more 

than 55 percent of running words falling into this category. The second most 
frequent pattern is L (low tone throughout the word) with over 30 percent of words. 
The rising tone pattern (L on the initial segment of a word and H on the final one, 
e. g. àlú 
< > ‘they’, bàbá < > ‘father’, kùdùgbɛĺɛń < > ‘optional’) is 
observed for more than 9 percent of the running words, plus another 1 percent has 
the R pattern (e. g., fɛ ̌< > ‘by’, mɔɔ̌ < > ‘a human’, nǎ < > ‘mother’, wɔ ̌
< > ‘that’). About 2.5 percent of words have the HL pattern, and the remaining 
combinations of tones are quite rare, summing up to 1.2 percent. 

The distribution of the tonal patterns in the dictionary is slightly different. The 
H pattern prevails in this case as well, with 45 percent of types in this category. The 
second most frequent pattern is LH (over 25 percent, plus 1.5 percent with the R 
pattern). The L class contains over 15 percent of words in the dictionary, and about 
7 percent belong to the HL pattern. 

The data are summarized in Table 7, and some untypical examples of the tone 
patterns are given in Appendix 3. One should note that these are mostly compound 
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words.  
6. Short discussion 
In summary, the results on the distribution of consonant and vowel phonemes, 

syllable length, and tone patterns were obtained for texts written in the Nko script. 
The frequencies of theese items were analyzed for texts and for the dictionary 
(understood here as a simple list of different words occurring in the texts). A 
thorough analysis of the observed data distributions and their regularities in the 
quantitative linguistics approach will be a subject of a separate study. 

The definition of mora as a unit to measure the length of syllables was 
suggested. It takes into account the types of syllables observed in Maninka. The 
question whether this definition gives a proper description of the syllable duration 
must be studied within experimental phonology. So far, the proposal correlates with 
the Menzerath law and this is the supporting argument. 

The results presented in this paper can be used in the domain of language 
typology, in comparative studies, in automated language processing, etc. Further 
collection of data and subsequent application of the suggested methods will improve 
the results, especially for rare phenomena, like the distribution of long words or 
untypical tonal patterns. A representative text corpus would be of great help in such 
studies. 
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Appendix 1: Top 50 most frequent words 

Rank Word Absolute 
frequency

Relative 
frequency  

Text 
coverage Rank Word Absolute 

frequency 
Relative 

frequency  
Text 

coverage
1. lá 1091 3,85% 3,85% 26. lé 184 0,65% 41,44%
2. kà 879 3,10% 6,95% 27. tɛ́ 178 0,63% 42,07%
3. ò 843 2,97% 9,93% 28. dó 176 0,62% 42,69%
4. à 835 2,95% 12,87% 29. ɲá 176 0,62% 43,31%
5. kó 654 2,31% 15,18% 30. án 174 0,61% 43,93%
6. dí 652 2,30% 17,48% 31. nè 168 0,59% 44,52%
7. dɔ ́ 651 2,30% 19,78% 32. bádá 151 0,53% 45,05%
8. lù 530 1,87% 21,65% 33. má 144 0,51% 45,56%
9. mɛń 523 1,85% 23,49% 34. kàn 141 0,50% 46,06%

10. ní 523 1,85% 25,34% 35. mɔɔ̀ 133 0,47% 46,53%
11. kɛ ́ 445 1,57% 26,91% 36. dòn 130 0,46% 46,99%
12. mà 429 1,51% 28,42% 37. bóló 129 0,46% 47,44%
13. lè 410 1,45% 29,87% 38. àlù 126 0,44% 47,89%
14. bɛɛ́ 361 1,27% 31,15% 39. báa 122 0,43% 48,32%
15. yé 359 1,27% 32,41% 40. sé 120 0,42% 48,74%
16. ná 313 1,10% 33,52% 41. tá 116 0,41% 49,15%
17. nà 308 1,09% 34,60% 42. fɛ̀ 115 0,41% 49,56%
18. nù 241 0,85% 35,45% 43. tɛd̀ɛ̀ 109 0,38% 49,94%
19. ńkó 240 0,85% 36,30% 44. kɔ́ 108 0,38% 50,32%
20. lú 229 0,81% 37,11% 45. fó 107 0,38% 50,70%
21. ń 227 0,80% 37,91% 46. ɲɛ́ 106 0,37% 51,07%
22. kán 223 0,79% 38,70% 47. fáná 105 0,37% 51,44%
23. nìn 203 0,72% 39,41% 48. kɔńɔ́ 104 0,37% 51,81%
24. dá 202 0,71% 40,13% 49. kònìn 100 0,35% 52,16%
25. í 189 0,67% 40,79% 50. kɔd́ɔ́ 95 0,34% 52,50%
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The text coverage is a cumulative sum of relative frequencies of all the words being more 
frequent than the word at certain rank plus its own relative frequency. While a naïve first-
glance approach suggests from the above table that knowing 50 most frequent words 
means understanding more than a half of the text, this is not true since most of these words 
are synsemantic (cf. Popescu et al. 2009: 18-19). Provided that grammar rules are known, 
such a statement would (approximately) hold only for a list of at least several hundred 
most frequent words. 
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Appendix 2: The list of words with six and more syllables 
 
Comments to the lists:  

 If a word occurs more than once in the analyzed texts the number of 
occurrences is given in parentheses preceded by the “times” sign (×). 

 Tilde (~) replaces the whole word given in the same line for the items which 
occur both with and without the tonal article. 

 
Eight-syllabic word: 
jɛd̀ɛk̀àlàlàfìlìlá 
 
Seven-syllabic words: 
bànísìràíilálè 
dálífábétízásɔń` 
jɛd̀ɛh̀ɛǹɛb̀álíyá` (×2) 
kélékélémáyɛĺɛ́̀  (×2) 
làkòlòkòlòlìdá` 
sàyàkɔǹdɔǹbálíyá` 
úmúrúlíkáyísí 
ɲákɔd́ɔḿáɲápìrì 
 
Six-syllabic words occurring more than once: 
tèlèbàabɔĺɔĺɔ́̀   (×6), tèlèbàabɔl̀ɔl̀ɔ ̀(×4) 
 tèlèbàbɔl̀ɔl̀ɔ ̀(a typo àa → à ?) 
 hèlèbàabɔĺɔĺɔ́̀  (a typo t → h ?) 
párátíjíyámá` (×3) 
bólólámídálá` (×2) 
nànkàmùnnánkámún, ~` 
sádákùdùsádá` (×2) 
sɛb́ɛĺíbálíyá` (×2) 
séńkóládɔýá, ~`  
 
Appendix 3: The list of words having untypical tone patterns 
RR kǔnbɛň 
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HRR ládɛďɛ ̌
RH lǎají (×8) 
HLHL dábìláà, kúnàsínìn 
LHLHL bànísìràíilálè, jɛd̀ɛḱàlámà 
LHLH dɛń̀kòmàɲɔɔ́n`, èléfìlá`, jàsèrèmáèlá`, jàtémìdàlá, jɛd̀ɛj́ɛd̀ɛ́̀  (×2), 

jɔń̀jɛd̀ɛm̀á`, jɔǹmáɲɔr̀ɔ́̀ , kènwúlúfìlá, kùdéngbàsí, nɔd̀ɔb́ìlá, sàrɛì́yàsén`, 
sìinɛńnànfòlòkó`, wàsíwàrá` 

 


